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CONSIS® B adapts precisely to the needs of your business.

CONSIS® B offers you a range of options according to factors such as script volume, growth potential, dispensing model, 
available budget and dispensary space. We will advise you of the automation solution that is right for you.

Storage capacity:
Up to 410 SKU’s
Up to 3,300 packages
Footprint: 2 m2

Storage capacity:
Up to 410 SKU’s
Up to 4,900 packages
Footprint: 2.6 m2

Storage capacity:
Up to 820 SKU’s
Up to 6,600 packages
Footprint: 3.3 m2

Storage capacity:
Up to 820 SKU’s
Up to 9,800 packages
Footprint: 4.2 m2

Storage capacity:
Up to 1230 SKU’s
Up to 9,900 packages
Footprint: 4.8 m2

Storage capacity:
Up to 1230 SKU’s
Up to 14,700 packages
Footprint: 6.2 m2

CONSIS® B0 CONSIS® B2 CONSIS® B4

CONSIS® B1 CONSIS® B3 CONSIS® B5

Automation solutions as individual 

as your pharmacy.



The Australian Pharmacists’   Choice in Automation 

CONSIS® B—high speed picking.
Minimal travel distances of the picking mechanism 
enhance picking productivity. Where gravity chutes and 
perspex bins are used, each pack is delivered in 4-6 
seconds to the workstation—halving the time required 
for manual picking.

Medicine bottles are stored, 
dispensed and restocked 
quickly and easily without any 
need for double handling or 
specialised storage.

CONSIS® B—highly reliable system.
The CONSIS® technology is a proven and highly reliable 
system that has been on the Australian market since 2004. 
For further peace of mind, Willach has the largest network 
of qualified service technicians in Australia and operates 
a local customer support and service line 1800  WILLACH 
(95 55 22) 7 days a week.

The user-friendly intuitive 
CONSIS® software is easy to 
use with the added convenience 
of the adjustable touch-screen 
monitor with integrated 
scanner and keyboard.

CONSIS® B—easily integrated.
The compact footprint enables versatile integration into 
the smallest dispensary space. The variety of unit 
options makes the CONSIS® a flexible automated system 
that is suited to various dispensing environments.

CONSIS® B—simultaneous filling  
and dispensing.
The engineering of the CONSIS® allows for simultaneous 
filling and dispensing to occur without slowing down 
either process or affecting overall workflow.

Be it power failure or a 
computer crash, manually 
removing packages in an 
emergency is easy. Simply open 
the glass doors, remove the 
package—and you’re done!

CONSIS B®—multiple exit points.
The extremely compact footprint allows for integration 
into the heart of the pharmacy operation without 
compromise to the overall workflow. Gravity fed chutes 
and perspex bins can cater for upto 8 surrounding 
workstations or conveyor systems can be added for more 
complex work areas if required.

CONSIS® B—picks multiple packages 
at once.
Multiple packages of the same SKU can be picked and 
dispensed at once. This additionally saves valuable time.

The optical positioning system 
(OPS) restocking technology 
enables quick and accurate 
refilling of stock. Packages are 
filled into channels from the 
back and dispensed at the front, 
ensuring continual stock rotation 
and safe, accurate dispensing.

CONSIS® B—easy to operate.

CONSIS® B—works even if power fails.

CONSIS B®—extremely fast, simple 
and accurate restocking.

CONSIS B®—handles bottles easily.


